
Excerpts of Robert Duncan's
Project Soul Catcher Vol. 2   and   How to Tame a Demon  

“In the CIA programs, the target is put through these phases as written in the documentation, ‘Disorient and confuse the target. Use them for our purposes, and then
dispose of them in any way possible.’” —  Robert Duncan’s 2015 “The Executive Summary: Neuropsychological and Electronic No-Touch Torture Report”

Excerpts from Robert Duncan’s   P  roject Soul Catcher Vol. 2   (2010)  

“Dr. Mengela was referred to as ‘The Angel of Death’
due to the grotesque experiments that he conducted 
on Jews, especially children, in prison camps, and… 
in psychological hospitals.... The CIA has a similarly 
long history of doing the same. They have been 
caught injecting African Americans with syphilis to 
watch the progression of the disease, testing radiation
on Down Syndrome children to study cancer risks, 
and brainwashing people with torture… to reduce 
them to child-like states at McGill University. Now 
the CIA and DoD are testing maximum pain and 
torture-to-death weapons on random people” (30) 
[and not-so-random people for rape, intellectual 
property theft and/or debilitating whistleblowers].

“No-Touch Torture: … Microwave and sound 
weapons are considered no-touch by some people. 
No-touch torture serves many purposes over 
traditional physical-only torture. It appears less harsh 
to observers and in the public eye. This is very untrue

for the person being tortured” (165).

“Techniques for disposal of an individual depend on the necessary timeframe. Car crashes and 
staged suicides provide immediate disposal for example. The idea is always to create events 
that will be dismissed as natural, expected, or common by local authorities and the public” 
(183). “The purpose of S.A.T.A.N. is behavior modification to death” (227). 

“Interviewer: ‘Don’t you think that perhaps they [CIA with DoD, NSA and private sponsors 
and contractors] have over turned every American value and disgraced our country by what 
they are doing?’ Interviewee [in CIA Humint]: ‘This interview is over’” (228–9).

“Today ‘hell fire’ comes in many forms from microwave energy used for burning type torture, 
lasers, rug burn (friction), ultrasound, oxidation, rashes from… bacteria, frost bite, chemical 
burns, radio frequency hyfrecation, radiation, etc. But use of microwave torture can leave no 
blister marks if done correctly and keep the subject in eternal pain without death. The SATAN 
and Voodoo doll programs have tortures that have no analogy to physical sensory pain by 
directly inducing strange new, unpleasant sensations into the target. New kinds of misery and 
suffering are being developed, often called maximum pain weapons.

“This is used in silent warfare, interrogations, and eugenics programs. Refer to those chapters 
on directed evolution, eugenics, and mentacide in volume one. It is difficult to call the current 
use silent ‘warfare’ since there is no way for the target to surrender or even know that they are 
part of a war. ‘Mass murder’, ‘silent holocaust’, ‘genocide’ are better words to describe it. 
Several treaties forbid the use of automated weapons systems for this reason. Predator drones 
and unmanned airplanes have human controllers and are not fully autonomous. This weapon is 
or can be used without human operators, making it illegal by the Geneva Conventions” (233). 

Excerpts from Robert Duncan’s   How to Tame a Demon   (2014)  

“SATAN — An above top secret mind control 
weapon system used worldwide for eugenics of so 
called dissidents. It stands for ‘silent assassination 
through adaptive neural networks.’” [“Dissidents” 
may denote anyone not corrupt, blackmailed or a 
lemming. Cf. Ronald Bernard’s interview.]

“‘TI’ is an abbreviation for targeted individual: A TI
will experience defamation of character in their
community, harassment, electronic torture, directed
energy attacks, break-ins, organized stalking, gas
lighting, or a combination of the previous.”

“Several TIs literally bought tickets on a plane at
random leaving their state 30 minutes before
departure. They still had the V2K and when they
landed they were stalked.”

“If you are a true target, no, moving won’t work. 
They will buy houses and apartments next to you 
and even if you go to a hotel they will follow you.”

“In recent years the thrust has been to choose the most difficult program to shape a 
person. So for example if you are non-violent, they will try to make you into a 
programmed assassin.... They know that a target with anger issues is too easy to 
program into a psycho-bomb. They are trying the most difficult personalities to 
change to the opposite of what they are.”

“One aspect of the mind control break down process is commonly known: create false 
hope and then crush it over and over again.”

“What is so obvious to the target cannot even be fathomed by those who have not 
been put through the programs. It is like trying to explain the rainbow to a completely 
colorblind person.”

“Until you have been tortured, you can’t possibly understand what it is like.... It is 
impossible to empathize and understand fully what people have gone through and 
walk a mile in their shoes. The best that a friend or family member can do is 
sympathize with the target of US mind control experiment subjects and all the torture 
and psycho-terrorism that it entails.”

“You may be locked up for 72 hours if you tell your story. The police usually give a 
psychological evaluation for such claims. Don’t fall for it. They don’t have the 
authority to stop it nor the technical and psychological warfare education to 
understand it. In this chess game ‘who are the kings and queens?’ you should be 
asking. No local or state judge can stop this level of covert warfare on the world’s 
population.” (I’d suggest a modified title: rather than tame, obliterate the treasonous 
torturers trampling on constitutional rights in gratuitously destroying lives.)
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Excerpts from Robert Duncan’s   P  roject Soul Catcher Vol. 2   (2010) Continued  

“This is the modern version of McGill University’s 
research on brainwashing by Dr. Ewan Cameron who 
used two-track looped recordings on his unwilling 
subjects and who was funded by the CIA to erase their 
souls and minds” (238). [This is possible by involuntary 
psychiatric detainment, a practice that may be punishable
by death as unjustifiable deprivation of liberty.]

“The Nazis would kill the mid- to lower-level scientists 
after a project was complete. Could the US be using the 
same principle?” (246) [Ask targeted individuals who 
worked among US military contractors, present-day 
Nazis overseeing torturing personnel to death.]

“Many of my friends have been tortured, betrayed and 
killed by the very government for which we worked and 
the country in whose values we believed” (292).

“The idea is to confuse and disorient the target and make 
them ‘act irrationally in public’ as the declassified CIA 
documents state in their released documents through the 

freedom of information act” (259). 

“Humiliation sexually and intellectually is part of the US CIA’s techniques of breaking down 
the target” (260). [Scholars may look back and wonder how the CIA existed so long, even with
thoroughly blackmailed, corrupt and masonic politicians. They may wonder how satanic 
masonry, treasonous since Albert Pike, existed so long too. See Pawns in the Game.]

Interview: “I refused to work with CIA deceivers and torturers and got punished accordingly. 
During torturing me, they bragged, ‘I don’t think you realize that you don’t have a choice’” 
(282). Well, citizenry have a choice on whether to tolerate treasonous terrorist operations.

Whistleblower: “I got to see what they have been working on with enormous ramifications to 
all social order, a new world order of electronically controlled humans without their 
knowledge or consent” (285). That’s conspiracy against liberty; they can be legally ended now.

“Officers of the military [all US government employees pursuant to 5 USC § 3331] are sworn 
to uphold the Constitution of the United States, yet few can recite anything from the Bill of 
Rights…” (288). Ignorance of violating 4th Amendment rights to search residents in their 
homes for pinpointed torture is not a viable criminal defense, in case they’re wondering. 

“A common question for people who undergo this kind of horrific torture is ‘Who is 
responsible?’ The question is complex…. But a simple answer is that the Department of 
Defense supplies the budget, the NSA supplies the top scientists, and the CIA/DIA supplies the
behavioral scientists and operators with flexible morals” (S288). [With knowledge of these 
programs, remaining “scientists” in domestic operations of the NSA, CIA and DIA are 
treasonous terrorists like their operatives, as if lobotomized.]

“Everyone has inalienable rights to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. What good is a 
country if the people put trust in a government that doesn’t follow the constitution and bill of 
rights?” (289). With the CIA, NSA and US Air Force, this has been the status quo since 1950s,
with aerial poisoning of citizenry and Project Moonstruck: early TIs. “[I]deas are stolen and 
piped into other individual minds in a technology transfer. The entire idea of patents and 
intellectual property is nullified by the few that control this neural weapons technology” (292).

“Obviously, the right to privacy and [no] illegal search and seizure has been forsaken in our 
country’s values. The slow progression towards fascism plagues every civilization and 
America reached it in record time. Privacy is simply a lie based on these technologies 
discussed in the book. Mental rape or mental vivisection is as close of a description as can be 
described by remote viewing and influence” (293). “No-touch torture by non-lethal weapons is
far worse than just being nuked or murdered quickly” (293). To end this hell on earth, 
“’Veritas Vos Liberabit’ (the truth shall set you free).” 

Editor’s Notes

Targeted individuals (TIs) will be supplied details of operations against us: all subliminal 
scripts (forte of the NSA’s life destruction programming targeting religious conversion and 
obedience to the NSA playing Jesus (Will Filer’s NSA Mind Control and Psyops); when NSA 
and CIA programs are run on a target simultaneously over years, as with me, at least the NSA 
has a pretty comprehensive view of what the CIA is doing as subjectively experienced by the 
target, and the CIA has nearly a reciprocal view via implants; both agencies have redundant 
means of remote neural monitoring, have been co-complicit in torture and treason), directed 
energy (AKA high-powered microwave) weaponry, frequency assaults, USAF aerial and other 
poisoning (customarily with carcinogenic chromium and neurotoxic barium), directed audio, 
piezoelectric implants whether surgical or inhaled or chemically deposited, hacking, bugging, 
BCI etc. Agency, DoD, contractors’ and other personnel who endeavor to destroy or otherwise 
obfuscate these records face capital punishment as in 18 USC § 241, § 242 and § 2381.

Targeted individuals (TIs) in these programs are rarely a “dissident” as the term is generally 
construed. While some are targeted for rape or sexual assault, intellectual property theft or 
elimination or discreditation as a whistleblower, many are just empathetic and intelligent 
people who are not corrupt or subject to blackmail. Why is that? Simply, near the top of 
politics and finance, honest leadership has been unacceptable: 

With the NSA, CIA and DoD life destruction programs having proliferated by 4th Amendment 
violation for incessant sleep deprivation with maximal tenably deniable disruption of targeted 
individuals’ families and businesses for torture in isolation — the NSA’s violation of citizens 
historically centered on subliminal messaging with incessant sleep deprivation; the CIA’s 
violation historically focused on poisoning, frequencies assault and directed energy torture 
also with incessant sleep deprivation — how is this activity other than common knowledge? 

Actually, that one’s top secret for me. But CIA, NSA, DoD, Congressional etc. complicity in 
conspiracy against rights, deprivation of rights under color of law, and treason including aerial 
poisoning of the populace (let alone maintaining a neurotoxic sedative in water): hardly.
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